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Abstract

In political sciences there is a long tradition of trying to understand party preferences and voting behavior to explain political decisions. Traditionally, scholars relied
on voting histories, religious affiliation, and socio-economic status to understand people’s vote. Today, thanks to the Internet and social media, an unseen amount and
granularity of data is available. In this paper we show how political insights can be
gained from high-dimensional and sparse Facebook data, by building and interpreting predictive models based on Facebook ‘like’ and survey data of more than 6.500
Flemish participants. First, we built several logistic regression models to show that it
is possible to predict political leaning and party preference based on Facebook likes
in a multi-party system, even when excluding the political Facebook likes. Secondly,
by introducing several metrics that measure the association between Facebook likes
and a certain political affiliation, we can describe voter profiles in terms of common interests. For example, left voters often like environmental organizations and alternative
rock music, whereas right voters like Flemish nationalistic content and techno music.
Lastly, we develop a method to measure ideological homogeneity, or to what extent
do people that like the same products, movies, books, etc. have a similar political
ideology. In the Flemish setting, the categories ‘politics’ and ‘civil society’ are most
ideologically homogeneous whereas ‘TV shows’ and ‘sports’ are the most heterogeneous. The results show that our approach has the potential to help political scientists
to gain insights into voter profiles and ideological homogeneity using Facebook likes.

1

Introduction

Voting is central to the democratic process and the well-functioning of our political system.
Voting behavior and party preference are therefore well-studied by political scientists who
try to explain how and why decisions are made by the electorate. Traditionally, scholars
1

relied on group identification, religious affiliation, and socio-economic status to understand
people’s vote. Electoral pioneers from the Michigan and Columbia school both stressed
the importance of long-term factors in explaining voting behavior [2, 3]. In the US context
partisanship was key, while in many European countries more religious and class-based
cleavages were driving voters [18]. As these stable factors started losing importance,
scholars gradually started devoting more attention to short-term factors such as concrete
issues and candidates [7, 9]. Studies showed that a better educated electorate became
more volatile and more affected by issue priorities [23] and candidate evaluations [12].
Although the focus in electoral research has shifted over time from long-term to more
short-term factors, these factors share one thing: they almost exclusively rely on survey
data in trying to understand political preferences and voting behavior. However, since the
2008 US election campaign there is a growing interest in the opportunities of big data to
merge public opinion data with large diverse datasets to profile voters [8]. One step further
away of survey data is using social media data to understand political leaning and voting
intentions.
Today, thanks to the Internet and social media, an unseen amount and granularity
of data is available. People visiting webpages or liking Facebook content leave little
‘bread crumbs’ behind in the digital world that are indicative of their interests and personality. From this fine-grained behavioral data it is possible to infer unknown information
about a user by applying predictive modeling techniques [20]. Kosinski et al. [16] were
among the first to explore the potential of Facebook like data for predicting personality
traits and political attitudes. They have shown how multivariate regression can discriminate between democrats and republicans with great accuracy. Since then, many other
researchers started using Facebook data for political predictions. While the majority of
research focused on predicting aggregate election results and overall political sentiment
[1, 13, 4, 19], fewer studies focused on the challenge of predicting individual political orientation [10, 5, 17]. Kristensen et al. [17] prove that even in a more challenging multi-party
system (as opposed to a two-party system or left/right-wing scale) individual party choice
can be predicted with high accuracy based on Facebook likes. Even more, they argue
that a single selective ‘political’ Facebook like can reveal as much about voter intention as
hundreds of diverse likes drawn from our profile.
The potential of predictive modeling on Facebook likes to predict political preference is
clear, yet, we want to go one step further and focus on the insights that can be gained for
political science based on these prediction models. More specifically, we attempt to gain
insights into political leaning and party preference based on all types of likes. To what extent do non-political Facebook likes help us to predict political preferences? Put differently,
does your favorite movie or rock band tell us something about where you stand politically?
Secondly, we want to analyze ideological homogeneity [22]. Is the group of people that
like a certain movie or rock band ideologically homogeneous or heterogeneous? And at a
more general level, is the category ‘movies’ on average more homogeneous or heterogeneous than the category ‘music’ for example? These insights offer valuable socio-political
2

Figure 1: An overview of the methodology followed in this work.

insights and opportunities for new theory development.
To answer these questions we gathered Facebook ‘like’ and survey data for more than
6.500 Flemish participants, of course with user consent and a clear privacy statement.
We built predictive models to predict political leaning and party preference, both including
and excluding the political Facebook likes. The interpretation of these models can be
used to gain insights into voter profiles. Moreover, we perform dimensionality reduction to
build and interpret prediction models on the reduced dimensions, as a complement to the
analysis of individual Facebook likes. To explore ideological homogeneity, we categorize
Facebook pages into 20 categories and look at the predictive power and entropy of each
category. An overview of the paper’s structure can be found in Figure 1. The contributions
of this study are three-fold: (1) this is the first study analyzing Facebook page likes to
predict political leaning (left-right) and party preference in Flanders, which has a multiparty system (2) we develop a novel methodology to analyze voter profiles and ideological
homogeneity, using predictive modeling on Facebook likes and (3) we provide insights
into voter profiles and political entropy in Flanders that could offer opportunities for the
development of new political theories.

2

Data collection

Facebook likes and survey data are collected of 6.733 Flemish participants. The survey
was disseminated through popular Flemish newspapers to reach a broad audience. The
participants represent Facebook users of both genders, different age categories and education levels. Yet, it must be noticed that readers of the concerned newspapers might
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be overrepresented, as well as, through the self-selection of participants, Facebook users
with a higher political interest. Via an online webpage, users could give consent to collect
their Facebook likes via the public Facebook Graph API1 and complete 12 survey questions about their media consumption and political preference. At the end of the survey,
people could see a prediction of their gender, age, political leaning and party preference
based on the Facebook likes they provided; together with the top three likes that led to this
prediction. With this we wanted to give participants insights into what information can be
inferred from them based on their Facebook likes. The Facebook likes and survey questions were anonymously and securely stored on a PostgreSQL database server. As soon
as all data was collected, the data was stored locally in an encrypted file and removed
from the server for optimal security. The data was collected for scientific purposes only
and will under no circumstances be shared with other institutions or companies. Results
will be shown on an aggregate level, for this reason we omit Facebook pages that are liked
by less than 50 people in our dataset, as these pages could be related back to individuals.
This measure reduced our initial dataset from 595.994 unique Facebook pages to 5.357
pages. Participants also have the right to stop their collaboration at any time and ask for
their data to be removed. The full privacy statement can be found on our website2 (in
Dutch).
The survey questions that are of interest for this research are:
1. Political leaning. The participants position themselves on a scale of 0 (most left) to
10 (most right). For analysis we consider the numbers 0 to 3 as ‘left’, 4,5 and 6 are
‘center’ and numbers 7 and higher are ‘right’. Using this categorization our dataset
consists of 2.185 participants who position themselves at the left, 2.312 at the center
and 1.939 at the right side of the spectrum.
2. Party preference. The participants indicate how likely they are to vote on a scale of
1 (never vote for party) to 10 (definitely vote for party) for each of the seven main
Flemish political parties. The preferred party per participant is the one with the highest score. In case of a tie between two or more parties, all tie-parties are considered
equally important. According to our results, 747 participants prefer the worker’s party
(PVDA), 1.975 the green party (Groen), 779 the social democratic party (Sp.a), 621
the christian democratic party (CD&V), 1.141 the liberal party (Open VLD), 1.253 the
flemish nationalist party (N-VA) and 144 the extreme right party (Vlaams Belang).

3

Methods

Using a predictive model we attempt to predict an individual’s political leaning and party
preference based on their Facebook likes. Next to that, the main goals of our study are
1
2

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
https://www.uantwerpen.be/nl/projecten/nws-data/privacybeleid/
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twofold. First, we want to gain a deeper insight into voter profiles, based on what voters
with a certain (self-indicated) political leaning or preference like on Facebook. For clarity,
whenever we state that a certain Facebook page is left (or right), this means that the
participants in our study who liked the Facebook page indicate themselves to be more left
(or right) thinking. Secondly, we attempt to develop a measure for ideological homogeneity
and apply this to the different Facebook categories.

3.1

Predicting political leaning and party preference

Several classification models exists, such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive
Bayes, Decision Trees etc. The prediction model that will be used for our predictions is Logistic Regression (LR) with L2 regularization. Both Kosinski et al. [16] and Kirstensen [17]
made use of this technique in their studies and it has shown great performance. In Kosinski’s paper, logistic regression was applied after preprocessing the Facebook likes using
a dimensionality reduction technique (singular-value decomposition). Also Kirstensen et
al. [17] applied logistic regression but used L1 regularization instead of L2. However,
according to a large benchmark study of De Cnudde et. al. [11], comparing 11 classification techniques on 43 fine-grained behavioral data sets, logistic regression with L2
regularization is the best performing technique overall in terms of predictive performance.
Predicting political leaning is a multiclass classification problem with three classes:
left, center and right. We transform this problem to a binary classification problem and
train three separate binary classifiers. This simplifies the evaluation of the prediction performance for the separate classes, since we can report the Area Under the ROC Curve
(AUC) for each binary model. AUC is a frequently-used metric in data science to measure
the performance of a classification model, independent of the frequency of the classes.
It can be interpreted as the probability that the model ranks a random positive example
higher than a random negative example [24]. A perfect model would achieve an AUC of
100%, while an AUC of 50% indicates a random model. To assess the performance of
the joint model we combine the three classifiers and report accuracy and the confusion
matrix. Similarly, we built 7 binary classifiers for the political parties.
The data is represented as a sparse matrix with the users in the rows and the unique
Facebook pages in the columns. The entry is set to 1 if the user liked the page and 0
otherwise. On this representation the classifiers were trained using 5-fold cross validation
to optimize the value of the regularization parameter (C).

3.2

Voter profiles

After building several prediction models, the question arises: what can we learn from these
models about voter profiles? Which Facebook pages do people with a more left-wing
political view like on Facebook compared to people that situate themselves more right on
the political spectrum? Also at the party level we are interested in which Facebook pages
5

are associated with voters of a certain party. A first method is to analyze the coefficients
of the logistic regression models we have built. This is also how Kosinski et al. [16] define
the most predictive likes in their paper. However, this commonly used method does not
necessarily provide the best insights in the data. Therefore we will start the analysis by
a comparison with other existing association methods. It is important to note that we
want to measure the association or correlation between variables and make no claims on
causal relationships. Secondly, we will look at the potential of dimensionality reduction
techniques to obtain latent dimensions that provide meaningful insights.
3.2.1

Association methods

Association methods analyze the relationships between independent variables (i.e. Facebook pages) and a target variable (i.e. political leaning or party preference). Analyzing
the coefficients of a logistic regression is common practice in traditional explanatory and
predictive modeling with dense data. Behavioral data, such as Facebook like data, on
the other hand is high-dimensional and sparse. Therefore, we will discuss 5 other (bivariate) methods to analyze these relationships. We want to find the best (combination
of) method(s) to rank Facebook pages according to their positive relationship with the target. In the following sections, P denotes the probability and C the observed frequency or
count. We will use the target variable being left as an example to describe the methods.
Table 1: Example of a contingency table for liking page X and being left.

like X
not like X
TOT

left
1
2.184
2.185

not left
0
4.548
4.548

TOT
1
6.732
6.733

Lift Lift is the degree to which two variables (often called antecedent and consequent or
condition and result) are dependent on one another [21]. It measures how much
more prevalent the consequent is in the selected sub population (based on the condition) compared to its prevalence in the total population. The lift of the rule liking X
implies being left is defined as [24]:
Lif t(likeX → lef t) =

P (lef t|likeX)
P (likeX, lef t)
=
P (lef t)
P (likeX)P (lef t)

(1)

If liking X and being left are independent, the lift will be equal to 1. If the lift is
greater than 1 the two variables are dependent on one another, and a rule based
on the antecedent is potentially useful for predicting the consequent [29]. To find
the Facebook pages with highest association, the pages can be ranked from high to
6

low lift. A downside of lift is that it does not take the frequency of antecedents into
account and may find very strong associations for less frequent items. For example
page X in Table 1 is liked only once, by a left user, and so the lift for the rule liking X
implies being left receives the maximum value:
Lif t(likeX → lef t) =

P (lef t|likeX)
P (lef t)

=

1/1
2.185/6.733

= 3, 08

In order to avoid infrequent pages to rank high, a minimum frequency can be set.
Leverage Whereas lift is the ratio of two numbers, leverage is the difference between
these numbers [25]:
Leverage(likeX → lef t) = P (likeX, lef t) − P (likeX)P (lef t)

(2)

If two variables are independent the leverage will be equal to 0. For our example,
leverage is 1/1 − 2.185/6.733 = 0, 68. Unlike lift, leverage tends to prioritize antecedents with higher frequencies in the dataset. Facebook pages can again be
ranked from high to low leverage.
Chi-square statistic The dependence between liking X and being left can also be expressed based on the chi-square statistic. The statistic compares the observed
values (Oi ) to the expected values in the contingency table if the variables were
independent (E i ):
χ2 =

X [Oi − Ei ]2

(3)

Ei

With
Ei =

[row total × column total]2
total

(4)

The Facebook pages with the highest chi-square values have the strongest association with a certain political preference. The statistic can be compared to a chi-square
distribution to determine the significance level of the rule [14]. The measure does
not distinguish between a positive or negative relationship. For our example the
expected values are given in Table 2 and the chi-square statistic is:
χ2 =

[1−0,32]2
0,32

+

[0−0,68]2
0,68

+

[2184−2185,68]2
2185.68

+

[4548−4.547,32]2
4.547,32

= 2, 08

The p-value is the probability that a chi-square statistic with 1 degree of freedom is
more extreme than 2.08, and is in this example equal to 0,15. In this case we cannot
reject the hypothesis that the variables are independent.
Binomial probability The binomial distribution is used to obtain the probability of observing x successes in n independent experiments with the probability of success ps .
7

Table 2: Expected values for the example of liking page X and being left.

like X
not like X

left
1 × 2.185/6.733 = 0, 32
2.185,68

not left
0,68
4.547,32

With the cumulative binomial distribution the probability of more than x = C(likeX, lef t)
people liking a certain Facebook page out of the n = C(lef t) people with a certain
political preference and the independent probability ps = P (likeX) to like the Facebook page can be calculated as [6]:
P (X > x) = 1 − binomcdf (x, n, ps )

(5)

For our example, with x = 1, n = 2.185 and ps = 1/6.733, the probability P (X >
x) is 0, 04. The Facebook pages with the smallest binomial probabilities have the
strongest association with a certain political preference.
Entropy Entropy is a measure of disorder that captures how mixed (impure) a set is with
respect to the properties of interest. For two classes lef t and not lef t with relative
percentage p1 = P (lef t|likeX) and p2 = P (notlef t|likeX) within the sub population
of people who liked page X, entropy is defined as [24]:
entropy = −p1 log(p1 ) − p2 log(p2 )

(6)

For our example entropy is undefined because p1 = 1/1 and p2 = 0 and the logarithm of zero is undefined. Entropy ranges from close to zero at minimal disorder
(the set contains almost exclusively members of the same class) to one at maximum disorder (the classes in the set are balanced with 50% class lef t and 50%
class not lef t). Facebook pages can be ranked from low to high entropy. Again,
entropy does not take the frequency of Facebook pages into account, so a minimum frequency must be set. Like the chi-square statistic, entropy also does not
distinguish between a positive or negative relationship.
Coefficients of logistic regression model Logistic regression models the ratio of chances
P (lef t) and P (notlef t) of two possible outcomes, based on the independent variables x (i.e. the Facebook pages) [27]:
ln(

P (lef t)
) = β 0 + β 1 x1 + ... + β k xk
1 − P (lef t)

or:
P (lef t) =

1
1+e
8

−(β 0 +β 1 x1 +...+β k xk )

(7)

(8)

The coefficients of the model indicate how much more (un)likely it is for the outcome
to be present for instances with x = 1 compared to the instances with x = 0. Therefore, the higher the coefficient of the variable in the model, the higher the positive
association with the target. Through regularization, overfitting of the data is avoided
and generalization performance on new, unseen data is optimized. Regularization
can be seen as a complexity penalty and prevents the model from picking up noise
or peculiarities. Extremely infrequent pages will therefore not receive a high importance (coefficient) in the model but overall the model does not account for the
frequency of pages. Another problem appears when multicollinearity is present in
the dataset, i.e. Facebook pages are correlated with other Facebook pages. When
such correlated pages are present the model can still produce good predictions but
the coefficients will be poorly estimated and could even change signs.
3.2.2

Dimensionality reduction

A useful method when working with very high-dimensional data is dimensionality reduction. The idea is to represent the data in a lower dimensional space without too much
loss of information. This does not only speed up computations but might also improve
the interpretability of the data. Several dimensionality reduction techniques exists, such
as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF). The latter has the nice property that it produces
feature vectors with only non-negative values, which facilitates the interpretation of the
original data in terms of the latent factors. NMF decomposes the original matrix X (m × n),
with m unique users and n unique Facebook pages, into two non-negative matrices W
(m × k) and U (k × n) [26]:
X = WU

(9)

1
J = ||X − W U ||
2

(10)

while minimizing the objective function:

This is a popular technique in information retrieval because it groups related words
together. Similarly, in our case this technique groups similar pages together. A downside
of the method is that the quality of the components depends on the choice of k, the
number of dimensions. When k is too low, the components will be overly broad, while
setting k too high can lead to many highly-similar topics. Depending on what the goal of
the dimensionality reduction is, different solutions are proposed to optimize the number of
k. For insightful results, several values for k can be tried and the produced dimensions
can be manually inspected for their coherence or scored by coherence metrics [28]. We
compared the components for k = 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 and perceived the components
9

for k = 200 most suitable.
Next, we want to know again which of these components are most related to the target
variable. With the dimensionality reduction, we transform our data from a sparse representation to a dense one with 200 dimensions. The matrix does no longer exist of one-hot
encoded vectors but each user receives a continuous score (between 0 and 1) on every
dimension. It is therefore no longer possible to compute the previously mentioned categorical bivariate measures. Instead, we built a logistic regression model on the reduced
dimensions (a dense representation) and investigate the coefficients of this model.

3.3

Ideological homogeneity

Once we have created voter profiles and described voter groups in terms of the Facebook
pages they like, we wonder for which categories (movies, music, events etc.) do we notice the greatest differences between left and right voters? To answer this question we
categorize Facebook pages into categories and measure the ideological homogeneity per
category. Facebook has grouped all pages into six main categories: (i) Local Business or
Place, (ii) Company, Organization or Institution, (iii) Brand or Product, (iv) Artist, Band or
Public Figure, (v) Entertainment and (vi) Cause or Community; with hundreds of subcategories. We have brought over 1.300 detailed categories down to 20 categories we thought
would be of interest (see Table 7). Note that these categories are not mutually exclusive,
for example an art festival can be included in the category Art & Culture as well as in the
category Event & Festival.
First, we want to know how predictive each category of pages is for political leaning.
In other words, how accurate can political leaning be predicted when using only the Facebook likes of the concerning category. For this prediction task we will only use the pages
with 50 likes or more because we do not have all categories of the less frequent pages
available. However, this will not impact our conclusions, as we argue in Section 4.3. Again
we train logistic regression models and report the average AUC over 5 different train-test
splits (80%-20%). Of course, the predictive performance also depends on the amount of
pages present in the category which makes it hard to compare AUC performance.
Secondly, the average weighted entropy per category is used as a measure for homogeneity between left and right voters. Per Facebook page, the entropy is calculated (see
Section 3.2.1) and weighted by the total number of likes to become a weighted average
per category. Low entropy indicates that overall the pages are homogeneous (liked by an
unequal number of left- and right leaning voters), whereas entropy close to one indicates
heterogeneity (a more equal number of likes by left and right voter).
Finally, we will rank all pages per category on a scale from left to right. Per page,
the ratio of left participants that liked the page divided by the total number of participants
that liked the page is calculated. In this case, we define the left participants per page as
all people that gave a score of less than 5 on the political leaning question and half of
the people that gave a score of 5 (center). According to this definition, 2.837 participants
10

situate themselves left and 2.655 right on the political spectrum. Note the difference with
how we defined left, center and right in Section 2.

4

Results and evaluation

We start this section with an evaluation of the prediction models to predict political leaning
and party preference. Secondly, we look at the political insights, in terms of voter profiles
and ideological homogeneity, that can be gained from these models.

4.1

Predicting political leaning and party preference

The overall accuracy of our model to predict political leaning is 60%. This seemingly low
performance is mainly due to the wrong classifications of people that position themselves
in the center (see confusion matrix in Figure 2a). The binary models perform very well
in discriminating between left versus non-left people (AUC = 82%) and between right
versus non-right (AUC = 80%), but not between center versus non-center (AUC = 63%).
This might indicate that there is a less clear pattern present in the Facebook behavior of
people with a center political leaning and that they have a less profound profile.
Party preference can be predicted with an accuracy of only 36%3 . However, party
sympathy (whenever someone gives a party a score of 8 or higher) can be predicted
with an accuracy of 64%. Again, the binary models are rather good at predicting whether
someone prefers a certain party or not (see Table 3). Especially the score for the Flemish
nationalists party (N-VA) is very high (AUC = 83%). Again, this could be telling about the
profoundness of their profile. This is what we further want to look into in Section 4.2.2.
Secondly, we built the same prediction models on all data except for political pages
(see AUC* in Table 3) to assess the predictive value present in non-political Facebook
pages. As expected, often predictive performance decreases when excluding political
content. However, the decline is rather small. There is no decline for a center political
leaning, the christian democrats (CD&V) and the liberal party (Open VLD). For the socialist
democratic party (Sp.a) the AUC even increases. For these voter groups the non-political
pages are equally or even more predictive than the political pages. This is a first strong
indication that non-political likes can tell us a lot about political preferences.

4.2

Voter profiles

In the previous section, several methods were described to measure the strength of association of variables with the target variable. We compared five bivariate methods: lift,
leverage, binomial probability, chi-square and entropy; and one multivariate method: the
3

Note that random guessing would result in an accuracy of 1 out of 7, which is 14%
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Figure 2: The confusion matrix for predicting political leaning (a) and party preference (b).

(b) Party preference

(a) Political leaning

Table 3: Predictive performance for political leaning and party preference. We report both
the general AUC as the AUC when excluding political pages (denoted with AUC*).
Political leaning
Left
Center
Right

AUC
82%
63%
80%

AUC*
76%
63%
74%

Political party
PVDA
Sp.a
Groen
CD&V
Open VLD
N-VA
Vlaams Belang

12

AUC
76%
67%
77%
70%
73%
83%
79%

AUC*
73%
69%
72%
70%
73%
81%
76%

coefficients of a logistic regression. In the following sections we will show the results of
this comparison and draw conclusions on which methods to use. Secondly, using the
chosen methods we describe voter groups in terms of Facebook likes. These profiles are
further extended with the results of a dimensionality reduction.
4.2.1

Comparison of association methods

In this section we compare 6 methods to find the most related Facebook pages to the
target variable: left political leaning. As described in Section 2 this target group consists
of the people that gave a score of less than 4 on the political leaning scale from 0 (most
left) to 10 (most right). We have distinguished three important characteristics for a method
in order to provide insightful results: does the technique (a) consider the total number of
likes of a page (frequency), (b) discriminate between a positive or negative association,
and (c) score each top-ranked page with a unique value to produce a full ranking and
reduce the number of ex aequos. Next, we will discuss the techniques in terms of these
characteristics (see Table 4). For each of the six methods, the ten most related Facebook
pages to a left political leaning are presented in Table 8 in the Appendix.
Lift does not consider the total number of likes of a page. If a page is liked by only one
person and this happens to be someone with a left political leaning, this page will receive
the highest lift score. Because of this, the infrequent Facebook pages often receive high
lift scores and many pages receive the same score. Remember from Section 2 that we
only consider pages that are liked by more than 50 people in our dataset, to avoid insignificant or ‘accidental’ correlations and to guarantee the participants’ privacy. A minimum
number of pages creates more robust results, yet infrequent pages are still favored over
the frequent ones. This is also the case for entropy, which, moreover does not distinguish
between a positive are negative relation. The ten most related pages when using entropy
(Table 8) are all negatively related to being left: if you like one of these pages it is unlikely
that you have a left political leaning. Leverage on the other hand seems to overvalue the
frequency of the Facebook pages and therefore ranks very frequent pages too high. For
example the page Canvas (TV broadcaster) only has a slight positive association with the
target but is ranked in the top ten because of its high frequency. The chi-square statistic
(which can be used for significance testing) is based on the observed frequency versus
the expected frequency and therefore considers the frequency of Facebook pages, but
again the association can be positive or negative. The pages Theo Francken and Bart
De Wever (both leading politicians of the center-right N-VA) (Table 8) for example are
negatively related to a left political leaning. The binomial probability can in our setting be
interpreted as the chance that liking the page is not positively related with a left political
leaning and can also be used for significance testing. This measure takes both frequency
and the sign of the association into account but a drawback is that often several pages
receive an equal value (e.g. when ranked, the first 22 pages have the exact same value)
and thus need to be sorted according to a second criterion. Finally, the coefficients of
13

a logistic regression model assess the strength of association of the Facebook pages to
the target variable in interaction with all other Facebook pages. The sign of the coefficient
indicates whether the association with the target is positive or negative but the coefficients
do not directly take the frequency of pages into account.
Based on this empirical and theoretical evaluation, we suggest to rank the pages
based on the chi-square statistic because it considers the frequency of the pages and
provides unique values, and use the binomial probability to decide on the sign of the association. Moreover, the binomial probability has the advantage that it can be directly
interpreted as a significance test for association. We will use this combination to rank
Facebook pages in the remainder of this article.
Table 4: Comparison of the used methods and their characteristics. The binomial probability and the chi-square statistic offer the most insightful results because they take into
account the total number of likes a page received. However, the binomial probability
results in many ex aequos and the chi-square statistic does not distinguish between a
positive and a negative association. Therefore we suggest to use a combination of the
two.

Lift
Leverage
Chi-square
Binomial
Entropy
Coefficient

4.2.2

Frequency

Sign of association

Unique values

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes

Description of voter profiles

Using a combination of binomial probability and the chi-square statistic, the most related
pages to political leaning (left and right) and party preference (each of the seven main
Flemish parties) are found. Often the top pages are those of politicians, political parties
or political organizations (e.g. youth wings of political parties) and thus do not offer much
new insights. Especially right voters seem to like a lot of explicit political content: 12% of
the significantly related pages are political pages (compared to only 4% for left). To learn
about voter’s broader interests it might be more interesting to look at the most related
pages when excluding political pages. Furthermore, we only report pages that are liked
by at least 50 people and that are significantly related to the target (based on the binomial
probability and a significance level of 0.01).
The pages most related to a left political leaning (see Table 5) are (alternative) media
outlets that are considered to be leaning more towards the left, and nonprofit organiza14

Table 5: The ten most related Facebook pages (with exclusion of political pages) to political leaning offer interesting insights in voters’ interests. Left voters tend to like alternative
media outlets with a left ideology and nonprofit organizations, center voters like family
holidays, games and TV and right voters like Flemish nationalistic content.
Left

Center

Right

De Wereld Morgen

Roompot Vakanties

De Fiere Vlaamse Meme

MO*

MAC Cosmetics

Museum voor Vlaanderen

Apache

TEDxBrussels

Onafhankelijk Verbond Der Vlaemsche Meme

Klimaatzaak

Farm Heroes Saga

De Fiere Vlaamse Meme: Onderduikadres

Vluchtelingenwerk Vlaanderen

Mijn Leven in de Stad

Schild en meme

De Morgen

Vrouwen hebben altijd gelijk, ook als ze ongelijk hebben

VNZ - Vlaams & Neutraal Ziekenfonds

EVA

Hotel Hungaria

Pedagogisch Verantwoorde Vlaamse Memes

Ringland

TLC Vlaanderen

Ik werk extra hard op 15 december

Amnesty International Vlaanderen

Make Vlaenderen Great Again

Climate Express

Vlaanderen Tegen Islamisering - VTI

tions for climate and refugees, which can be considered as left-wing topics. For the center
category, only 15 pages were significant, which corresponds to the low predictive performance for center mentioned in Section 4.1. The few significant center pages focus around
family holidays, games and TV, and are not politically loaded. Right pages are dominated
by Flemish nationalistic content and memes. For instance, the page I work extra hard on
December 15 was a reaction to a labor union strike that day. Similarly to left pages, most
of these pages carry a subtle or outspoken political ideology.
With respect to the individual parties, for most parties the percentage of explicit political significant pages is around 5% to 7%. Only for the Flemish nationalists party (N-VA)
this percentage is around 12%. Thus, voters for N-VA seem to like more political content
on Facebook than other voters. This can be partly explained by the popularity of the party,
which is by far the biggest party in Flanders, but also by the fact that several N-VA politicians are very active on social media to engage with their voters. Again, after excluding
explicit political content, still politically loaded pages rank high, such as newspapers or
organizations with a certain ideology (see Table 9 in Appendix A). Bluntly summarized,
voters for the workers’ - and social democratic party like solidarity content, green voters
like environmental pages, christian democratic voters are interested in religious organizations and the royal family, liberal voters in financial news and businesses, and finally
the Flemish nationalists and extreme rightists tend to like Flemish nationalistic content on
Facebook.
Another, more systematic, possibility is to look at the most related pages per specific category. For example, when considering only the pages in the category Movies
& Actors, left voters tend to like alternative movies and visit arthouse cinemas such as
Cinema Sphinx in Ghent and Cartoon’s in Antwerp. In contrast, films such as Fast &
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Furious and Jackass (both action movies) are mainly liked by right voters, as well as UK
Youtuber Ben Phillips, who compiles short videos with pranks. In the category Music, the
Facebook pages of De Roma (art center), Tom Waits (rock, blues, experimental jazz) and
Fleet Foxes (Indiefolk) are most related to a left political leaning while Joyhauser (techno),
Dimitri Vegas & Like Mike (Electrohouse) and Hardwell (House, Dance music) are most
related to a right political leaning. Without falling into stereotypes, clear differences in
movie and music taste between left and right voters can be noticed. This finding will be
further investigated in the next section.
A final insight in voter profiles is gained through dimensionality reduction. A logistic
regression based on the latent dimensions to predict a left political leaning achieves an
AUC of 78%. Table 6 shows the most related latent dimensions to the target variable
left political leaning. The NMF components seem to group the Facebook pages in an
intuitive way which facilitates the interpretation. One component is largely related to the
green party (environmental concerns) and one to the workers’ party (solidarity) but some
overlap between both components exists. Furthermore, places to visit in the city of Ghent
and Antwerp are grouped together.The fifth component contains mainstream media and
some alternative media that are considered to be leaning towards the left (i.e. De Wereld
Morgen, Apache and MO*).
Also the most related components to a right political leaning (See Table 10 in Appendix
A) make sense. The first and second component group politicians and other pages related
to the Flemish nationalists party and the liberal party respectively. Here both components
are neatly separated. The third component groups local branches of the Flemish nationalists party. The fourth component consists of soccer players and finally, the fifth component
contains music. This technique has the advantage that it can provide meaningful insights
into the general interests of voter groups, apart from their political interest. Several related Facebook pages are automatically grouped together in logical components that are
much more telling than single Facebook pages. For example, the music component for
right political leaning provides a more elaborate view on music taste compared to a single
Facebook page of a band or artist. However, as mentioned before, it is hard to assess the
quality of the produced components and to decide on the number of reduced dimensions.

4.3

Ideological homogeneity

Finally, we discuss our findings for ideological homogeneity per category. Unfortunately,
we only have the categories available of the Facebook pages with more than 50 likes.
When including only Facebook pages with over 50 likes in a logistic regression model
to predict a left political leaning, an average AUC over 5 different train-test splits of 79%
is achieved. To compare: if we include all Facebook pages an average AUC of 82% is
achieved. Clearly, some predictive power is lost by reducing the large tail of less frequently
liked Facebook pages. However, since the goal of this analysis is to gain insights from
prediction models and not the prediction performance itself, we argue that this decrease
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Table 6: The five most related NMF components to being left (based on the coefficients
of a logistic regression model) and the Facebook pages they consist of. The first and
second component mainly consist of pages related to the green party and the workers’
party respectively. Component three is related to the city of Ghent and component four to
Antwerp. Finally, the fifth component groups news-related pages.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Natuurpunt
Groen
Greenpeace Belgium
Klimaatzaak
EVA
Dagen Zonder Vlees
Oxfam-Wereldwinkels
MO*
HART BOVEN HARD
Netwerk Bewust Verbruiken vzw
11.11.11
Wouter Deprez
Vluchtelingenwerk Vlaanderen
Velt vzw
Kristof Calvo
Loesje
De Wereld Morgen
Bond Beter Leefmilieu
Lekker bio
Radio 1

Peter Mertens
Raoul Hedebouw - Nederlands
HART BOVEN HARD
De Wereld Morgen
PVDA
ManiFiesta
Kim De Witte
Tom De Meester
Raoul Hedebouw
MO*
Apache
Vluchtelingenwerk Vlaanderen
Solidair
Bleri Lleshi
EPO Uitgeverij
PVDA Antwerpen
PTB
Bernie Sanders
Jacobin Magazine
Lava Tijdschrift

DOK
Ghent in Motion
Stad Gent
Kunstencentrum Vooruit
De Hipste adresjes van Gent
Gent
De Gentenaar
Universiteit Gent
KERK GENT
Gent Jazz Festival
Paard Van Troje
Gentblogt
Lichtfestival Gent
GENT - Most beautiful city in Belgium
STAM - Stadsmuseum Gent
Eva Mouton
Gentse Feesten
Gentse feesten
CirQ
De Krook

Component 4

Component 5

Stad Antwerpen
Zomer van Antwerpen
De Roma
Ringland
OLT Rivierenhof
Bar Noord Zomerbar
Plein Publiek
Zomerfabriek
De Studio
ZOO Antwerpen
Trix
UAntwerpen
deSingel Internationale Kunstcampus
Fotomuseum Antwerpen - FOMU
Toneelhuis
Plantenasiel Antwerpen
Mercado
MAS | Museum aan de Stroom
EcoHuis Antwerpen
Gazet van Antwerpen

De Standaard
VRT NWS
De Morgen
Canvas
Knack
Radio 1
De Ideale Wereld
Studio Brussel
In het spoor van Rudi Vranckx
De Tijd
Sporza
Humo
De Wereld Morgen
Groen
Eén
Terzake
Apache
Nieuwsblad.be
MO*
De Afspraak
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in prediction performance will not influence our final conclusions.
A prediction model built on only political Facebook pages, achieves an average AUC of
75% (see Table 7), which is relatively high considering that the full model achieves an AUC
of 79%. Also other categories including News & Media, Civil Society and Communities
& Interests score above 70%. Before drawing conclusions on the predictive value present
in each category however, one must consider the number of pages per category, since
more pages generally result in a higher predictive performance [15]. We can therefore only
directly compare categories with a more or less equal number of pages. For example, the
categories Politicians & Political Organizations and Civil Society have more predictive
power than the categories Movies & Actors and Sports & Health. It might seem obvious
that political pages are more indicative of your political leaning than sports pages, but our
results also indicate that the bars or events you visit or the cultural pages and books you
like are more telling of your political ideology than the movies you watch or the sports you
like.
A second metric we introduced is the weighted average entropy (Table 7), indicating
the left-right heterogeneity per category. The overall entropy present in the dataset is
93%. Unsurprisingly, the category Politicians & Political Organizations has the lowest
entropy, i.e. the group of people that like a certain political page (e.g. the Facebook
page of a politician or a political party) is ideologically homogeneous. Also Civil Society,
Bars, Cafes & Night clubs, Arts & Culture, Books & Authors, Events & Festivals and
Music have a lower entropy (are more homogeneous) than the database average. On the
other side of the spectrum, Tv Shows & Broadcasters, Travel & Tourism and Sports
& Health seem to be the most heterogeneous Facebook categories for Flanders, these
pages are liked by a more equal amount of left and right voters. Surprisingly, the category
News & Media is not more homogeneous than average while the high AUC mentioned
above suggested strong predictive power. Furthermore, it is generally assumed that many
newspapers in Flanders lean towards a certain ideology. Since the categories are defined
very broadly, a more detailed analysis of the individual pages per category might provide
deeper insights. The results over all categories are summarized in Table 7.
For News & Media, some of the most homogeneous Facebook pages are ReAct (R),
VL+ Vlaams-nationale duiding (R), De Velotariër (L), Sociaal.Net (L) and De Wereld Morgen (L); whereas some of the least homogeneous Facebook pages are Nieuwsblad.be,
Het Belang van Limburg, The Wall Street Journal, Het Ostends Nieuws and Daily Mail.
While some of the smaller pages are very homogeneous, the most popular pages are
generally heterogeneous, pushing the weighted average entropy up.
As described in Section 3.3 the pages per category can be ranked on a scale from
left to right (See Figure 3 in Appendix B). This offers a very clear visualization of how
the categories are divided into left and right. The most popular pages are generally more
centrally situated while a long tail of less frequent pages seems to span a broader range
from left to right. Again, it is clear that the category Politicians & Political Organizations
is most homogeneous, with even the more popular pages having a profound left or right
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position on the x-axis. In comparison, the category Sports & Health is, apart from an
occasional outlier, more centrally situated; whereas the category Civil Society (which
mainly consists of nonprofits) seems to be dominated by left voters.

5

Discussion and future research

In this paper we have shown that we can accurately predict political leaning and party preference in Flanders from (non-political) Facebook likes that offer tremendous opportunities
for future electoral and broader sociological research. From the predictive performances
we learn something about the consistency of Facebook behavior per political leaning and
party. A high AUC indicates that voters have a strong voter profile and like very similar
Facebook pages within their group that is different from the content liked outside their
group. A center political leaning corresponds to a weaker profile and also for the classical
centrist parties, AUC was low compared to other parties. How to explain these differences
and whether they are to be related to the party’s own social media activity are interesting
follow-up questions for social scientists, and political communication scholars in particular.
To describe voter profiles we started with an evaluation of several association methods
and argued that a combination of binomial probability and chi-square produced the most
meaningful results. It would be interesting to validate this conclusion for different datasets
and applications within or outside the field of political science. Voter profiles were set out
based on individual and grouped Facebook pages and highlighted some clear differences
between the voter groups. With the methodology we introduced, different interest categories can easily be analyzed and compared to gain deeper insights into voter profiles at
different levels. It is (close to) impossible to capture this amount of detailed information
using traditional surveys. The voter profiles improve our understanding of voter behavior
and can foster the development of new political theories and methodologies. For example,
can voter profiles based on Facebook likes be used to study issue ownership (i.e. the idea
that a specific party is considered by the public at large as the most competent and/or
most committed to deal with a specific issue)? Also, it could help political parties to better
understand the interests and needs of their voters. However, one must be careful when
extending the conclusions based on this Facebook study to a general audience, because
of the selection bias of users participating in this study. Also the question remains to what
extent Facebook like behavior is representative for interests in the real world. An interesting next step could be to further refine these voter profiles by including more and other
types of (social media) data to create more general (digital) voter profiles. These voter
profiles could also be compared across different countries and over time.
A final contribution of the paper consists of the development and application of a
method to measure ideological homogeneity. The predictive performance of the categories indicates how telling a certain category is for political preference. Secondly, based
on weighted average entropy different Facebook categories could be ranked from most
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Table 7: AUC and average entropy for 20 Facebook categories with target ‘left’, ordered
from most to least homogeneous. As expected, Facebook pages of politicians and political
organizations and also civil society organizations are most homogeneous. Most other
categories are more heterogeneous, with sports pages almost equally liked by left and
right voters.
Category

Description

AUC

Number Average
of pages entropy

Politicians & Political Organizations

Politicians, political parties and government organizations

75%

229

75%

Civil Society

Nonprofit organizations, labor unions and religious oranizations

72%

249

81%

Bars, Cafes & Night clubs

Bars, cafes, pubs and clubs

63%

108

83%

Arts & Culture

Arts, culture and museums

66%

193

89%

Books & Authors

Books, libraries, publishers and writers

65%

109

89%

Events & Festivals

Events, festivals and concerts

65%

166

89%

Music

Music, bands, producers, record labels and albums

63%

835

91%

News & Media

News, media, radio and magazines

75%

396

93%

Products & Services

Products, brands, financial services, marketing, etc.

69%

487

94%

Communities & Interests

Communities (funny pages not directly related to people, organizations or brands, e.g. I like coffee) and interests

73%

824

94%

Humor & Entertainment

Games, humor, amusement, comedy, etc.

66%

316

94%

Schools, universities, student organizations and education

59%

99

94%

Apps, Websites & Blogs

Apps, websites and blogs

73%

511

95%

Artists & Celebrities

Artists, celebrities and public figures

68%

414

95%

Movies & Actors

Movies, films, actors and cinema

60%

212

95%

Companies & Business

Companies, enterpreneurs, stores, shops etc.

72%

833

95%

Food, Drinks & Restaurants

Food, cooking, restaurants, breweries etc.

62%

228

96%

Tv Shows & Broadcasters

TV shows and broadcasters

65%

349

97%

Travel & Tourism

Travel, tour agencies, places and trourism

57%

92

97%

Sports & Health

Sports, athletes and health

School, University &
Education

TOTAL

20

60%

250

98%

79%

5357

93%

homogeneous (Politicians & Political Organizations) to most heterogeneous (Sports
& Health). These rankings could again be compared to different countries and time periods. For example, in the United States it is generally agreed upon that TV Shows and
Sports are divided by political labels, whereas this is not the case in Flanders. Finally,
per category we ranked Facebook pages from left to right, which uncovers the (perceived)
ideology of certain organizations, media, music, movies etc. Once again, this offers many
new opportunities to study voter behavior on social media in a structured way.

6

Conclusion

This study was the first to predict political leaning and party preference in Flanders, which
has a multi-party system, using Facebook likes. We showed that even when excluding
political likes, this can be done quite accurately. From the predictive performances we
conclude that left and right voters show more consistent behavior on Facebook compared
to center voters. Secondly, we developed new methods to gain insights into voter profiles.
Voter profiles are described by the most related individual Facebook pages to a certain
political leaning and party. To find the most related pages we suggest to combine the
binomial probability with the chi-square statistic. Furthermore, we tried to improve the
profiles by performing dimensionality reduction (NMF) to find groups of related Facebook
pages that more extensively describe voter groups. Finally, we grouped pages into Facebook categories to measure ideological homogeneity for several categories. Politics and
civil society are very homogeneous; but also books and music are liked by homogeneous
groups of left and right voters. Travel and sports on the other hand are more heterogeneous and are equally liked by voters of different ideologies. A more detailed analysis
of individual pages per category shows which pages are most and least homogeneous
and how they are divided over the left-right spectrum. Opportunities for future research
include the comparison of the results to different countries and time periods and the development and testing of new political theories based on our findings. With this research
we demonstrated the possibilities for political scientists to make use of predictive modeling techniques to gain insights from fine-grained behavioral data. We hope that predictive
modeling can find its way into political science methodology as a complement to the wellestablished causal inference models that are being used today.
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Appendix
A

Voter profiles

Table 8: The ten most related Facebook pages to being left according to different methods. The binomial probability and the chi-square statistic offer the most insightful results
because they take into account the total number of likes a page received. However, the
binomial probability results in many ex aequos and the chi-square statistic does not distinguish between a positive and a negative association. Therefore we suggest to use a
combination of the two.
Lift

Leverage

Binomial probability

Tom De Meester
EPO Uitgeverij
solidarityforall.be
VictoriaDeluxe Vzw
Meyrem Almaci
Gent Klimaatstad
Jeremy Corbyn
Climate Express
Denktank Minerva
Solidariteit Maakt
Een Cultuur Groot

Groen
De Wereld Morgen
De Morgen
HART BOVEN HARD
Apache
MO*
Canvas
Kristof Calvo
Ancienne Belgique - AB

Groen
ManiFiesta
11.11.11
Raoul Hedebouw - Nederlands
sp.a
EVA
Dagen Zonder Vlees
Greenpeace Belgium
Amnesty International

Klimaatzaak

Ringland

Chi-square

Entropy

Coefficient

1
2
3

Groen
De Wereld Morgen
HART BOVEN HARD

Groen
De Morgen
De Wereld Morgen

4

MO*

5
6
7
8
9
10

Theo Francken
Apache
Peter Mertens
Bart De Wever
Klimaatzaak
Kristof Calvo

Peter De Roover
Sander Loones
Matthias Diependaele
Ik werk extra hard
op 15 december
’t is altijd iets met de socialisten
Jong N-VA UGent
Stijn Everaert
Steven Vandeput
N-VA Gent
Wij Steunen Theo Francken

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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HART BOVEN HARD
Peter Mertens
Apache
PVDA
sp.a
Amnesty International
John Crombez

Table 9: The ten most related Facebook pages (with exclusion of political pages) to party
preference offer interesting insights in voters’ interests. Voters for the workers’ - and social
democratic party like solidarity content, green voters like environmental pages, christian
democratic voters are interested in religious organizations and the royal family, liberal
voters in financial news and businesses, and finally the Flemish nationalists and extreme
rightists tend to like Flemish nationalistic content on Facebook.
PVDA
Solidair
EPO Uitgeverij
De Wereld Morgen
Apache
ABVV
Intal Globalize Solidarity
Lava Tijdschrift
G3W Geneeskunde voor
de Derde Wereld
Jacobin Magazine
Vluchtelingenwerk Vlaanderen
CD&V
KU Leuven Confessions
KULeuven confessions 3.0
Kerknet
Make-A-Wish Belgium-Vlaanderen
KU Leuven
Belgische Monarchie
Ik heet Bert, niet Birt
Christelijke Mutualiteit
The Royal Family

Sp.a
Curieus Oost-Vlaanderen
Curieus
Samenleving & Politiek
Zij-kant
SamenSterker
Huiszwaluw Home
Kd Redactie
GO! onderwijs van de Vlaamse
Gemeenschap
Kapitein Winokio
OLT Rivierenhof
Open VLD
Liberale Vrouwen
De Tijd
Financial Times
Liberaal Archief/Liberas
Suitsupply
Liberaal Archief/Liberas
Belgian Red Devils
European Liberal Forum
Abercrombie & Fitch

UZ Leuven

Manifest Magazine

Vlaams Belang
ReAct
SCEPTR
Vlaanderen Tegen Islamisering
Weekblad ’t Pallieterke
Forum voor Democratie -FVD
De Fiere Vlaamse Meme
Make Vlaenderen Great Again
Schild en meme
Donald J. Trump
Large Merchandising
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Groen
Klimaatzaak
Dagen Zonder Vlees
Greenpeace Belgium
EVA
Natuurpunt
De Morgen
MO*
Ancienne Belgique - AB
Balthazar
Netwerk Bewust Verbruiken vzw
N-VA
Tomas Roggeman
Vlaamse Volksbeweging
SCEPTR
Christiaan Janssens
Doorbraak
Museum voor Vlaanderen
Weekblad ’t Pallieterke
VL+ Vlaams-nationale duiding
Werkbond
Kunnen wij Vlamingen 100 000
fans verzamelen op 1 pagina ?

Table 10: The five most related NMF components to being right. The first and second
component group pages related to the Flemish nationalists party and the liberal party
respectively. The third component groups local branches of the Flemish nationalists party.
The fourth component consists of soccer players and finally, the fifth component contains
music.
Component 1

Component 2

Component 3

Bart De Wever
Theo Francken
N-VA
Tomas Roggeman
Jong N-VA
Ben Weyts
Vlaamse Volksbeweging
Lawrence Vancraeyenest
Lorin Parys
Zuhal Demir
Geert Bourgeois
SCEPTR
Doorbraak
Sander Loones
Peter Dedecker
Christiaan Janssens
Nabilla Ait Daoud
Eva Paelinck
Piet De Bruyn
Yoleen Van Camp

Open Vld
Guy Verhofstadt
Alexander De Croo
Gwendolyn Rutten
Jong VLD
Maurits Vande Reyde
ALDE Party Liberals and Democrats for Europe
European Parliament
ALDE Group
Maggie De Block
Philippe De Backer
Bart Tommelein
Charles MICHEL
Mathias De Clercq
Hans Maes
Annemie Turtelboom
De Tijd
VRT NWS Politiek
Patrick Dewael
Bart Somers

Jong N-VA Beveren
Jong N-VA Hamme
Jong N-VA Kortenberg
Jong N-VA Wetteren
N-VA Hoeilaart
Jong N-VA Geel
Jong N-VA Beringen
Jong N-VA Brecht
Jong N-VA Zuiderkempen
Jong N-VA Pajottenland
Jong N-VA Haacht
Jong N-VA Geraardsbergen
N-VA Meise-Wolvertem
Jong N-VA Hoeselt
JONG N-VA Zemst
Jong N-VA Beernem
Jong N-VA Lokeren
Jong N-VA Ekeren
Jong N-VA Zuidrand
Jong N-VA Noord-Limburg

Component 4

Component 5

Belgian Red Devils
Vincent Kompany
Sporza
Thibaut Courtois
Kevin De Bruyne
Eden Hazard
Romelu Lukaku
Dries Mertens
Play Sports
Marouane Fellaini
Jupiler Pro League
Sportwereld
Belgian Football
Divock Origi
Thomas Vermaelen
VoetbalNieuws.be
Axel Witsel
FIFA World Cup
Leo Messi
FC Barcelona

Korsakoff
Da Tweekaz
Mark With a K
Wildstylez
Brennan Heart
Psyko Punkz
The Qontinent
Ran-D
Zatox
Bass Events
Angerfist
Headhunterz
Noisecontrollers
Dirty Workz
D-Block & S-te-Fan
Q-dance
The Oh!
Frontliner
Evil Activities
Gunz for Hire
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B

Ideological homogeneity

Figure 3: Facebook pages ordered from left to right for the 20 categories. The magnitude
of the circle represents the total number of likes of the Facebook page.

(a) Politicians & Political Organizations

(b) Civil Society
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(c) Bars, Cafes & Night clubs

(d) Arts & Culture

(e) Books & Authors
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(f) Events & Festivals

(g) Music

(h) News & Media
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(i) Products, Brands & Services

(j) Communities & Interests

(k) Humor & Entertainment
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(l) School, University & Education

(m) Movies & Actors

(n) Food, Drinks & Restaurants
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(o) Apps, Websites & Blogs

(p) Artists & Celebrities

(q) Companies & Business
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(r) Tv Shows & Broadcasters

(s) Travel & Tourism

(t) Sports & Health
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